Neuronal Networks: Enhanced Feedback Feeds Forward
Modulatory projection neurons gate neuronal networks, such as those comprising motor central pattern generators; in turn, they receive feedback from the networks they gate. A recent study has shown that, in the crab stomatogastric ganglion, this feedback is also subject to modulation: the enhanced feedback feeds forward through the projection neurons to modify circuit output.
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By now those interested in motor networks are well aware that central pattern generating networks (CPGs), both in invertebrates and in spinal cord and brainstem, feed back on to the modulatory projection pathways that drive and gate them through direct synaptic and neuromodulatory interactions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . But what if that feedback itself is modulated? That would lead to new levels of complexity, but more importantly, to new levels of control. Blitz and Nusbaum [6] , in an apparent first, report a clear example of how such modulation of CPG feedback works and its functional consequences.
Blitz and Nusbaum [6] studied the interaction between two CPG networks in the crab stomatogastric nervous system [7, 8] . This bit of the crab central nervous system consists of the stomatogastric ganglion (STG), in which reside two CPGs that control the foregut and associated higher ganglia that provide modulatory input to the STG. One CPG, the pyloric, produces a fast rhythm, controls food particle sorting, and seems continuously active in response to tonic modulatory input from projection neurons; the other produces a slow rhythm (ten times slower than the pyloric rhythm), controls chewing, and must be gated on by projection neurons, which are in turn driven by sensory or other higher order inputs.
These two CPGs interact strongly in the STG, and the linchpin of this interaction is the AB neuron [9, 10] . This neuron is the pacemaker of the pyloric CPG and provides pyloric timed inhibitory input to the gastric CPG. This input is onto the STG terminals of the bilaterally paired modulatory projection neurons MCN1 -the focus of the new study [6] -and through this interaction entrains the gastric rhythm and regulates its period. MCN1 then modulates the pyloric period with gastric periodicity [11] .
The AB neuron is also the nexus of pyloric feedback to projection neurons that arise in a set of higher ganglia of the stomatogastric nervous system, the bilateral commissural ganglia, including the MCN1s [9, 10] . Thus, the AB neuron provides feedback to MCN1s both locally on their terminals in the STG and distally in the higher commissural ganglia where they arise. In the new study [6] , the authors focus on a version of the gastric rhythm that is gated by MCN1 and has clear pyloric timed interruptions in each gastric burst (another pair of projection neurons also participates similarly but will not be mentioned further here). This gastric rhythm is evoked by transient stimulation of a modulatory pathway called POC that terminates in the commissural ganglia and causes long-lasting (>20 minutes) activation of MCN1 in the commissural ganglia [6] .
The authors [6] observe that when a gastric rhythm was evoked by POC stimulation, AB inhibitory feedback to MCN1 was enhanced in the commissural ganglia but not in the STG. They show convincingly that the time course of this enhancement parallels the duration of POC-evoked gastric rhythm activation, and that this modulation is presynaptic. Similar site specific presynaptic modulation has been observed in the vertebrate central nervous system (for example, [12] ). These observations suggest that the POC pathway is responsible for the presynaptic enhancement. The increased AB inhibitory feedback to MCN1 in the commissural ganglia leads it to burst in pyloric time, and parallel pyloric-timed interruptions of gastric bursts are observed [6] . Without enhancement of this feedback synapse, pyloric time bursting is weak or non-existent in MCN1. The authors [6] then show using dynamic clamp -a technique that allows any computed conductance to be actuated as a current injection in a target neuron [13] -that the pyloric timed bursting in MCN1 as opposed to tonic activity is necessary and sufficient for a gastric rhythm with pyloric time burst interruptions. Tonic activity in MCN1 evokes a gastric rhythm with a longer period and more spikes per gastric burst, and significantly no pyloric interruptions. Thus, modulated pyloric feedback to the modulatory projection neuron MCN1 is a prerequisite for a POC-evoked gastric rhythm [6] . Put another way, enhanced pyloric feedback to modulatory projection neurons allows feed forward of pyloric timing to the gastric rhythm, which the modulatory neurons gate.
These observations open a new chapter in the study of inter-circuit interactions because they suggest that specific presynaptic modulation of network feedback to key modulatory projection neurons can be used to regulate circuit interactions not only in motor networks, as shown here, but in sensory and association networks as well.
The use of optogenetics to alter behavior in primates has been challenging, but now a group has managed to activate neurons in the monkey frontal cortex with light and show that this speeds up their performance.
Matthew W. Self 1 and Pieter R. Roelfsema 1, 2, 3 A key problem in our attempts to unravel the neural circuitry that controls behavior has been the lack of tools to control neuronal activity at the millisecond timescale. Optogenetic approaches, in which neurons express light-activated ion-channels so that their activity can be controlled with light have therefore created a great deal of excitement. Optogenetics can target specific, genetically defined groups of neurons, allowing a much finer level of control of their activity than was previously possible. As they report in this issue of Current Biology, Gerits et al. [1] have now managed to show that optogenetics can be used to change behavior in non-human primates.
The use of optogenetics in rodents has developed rapidly over the last few years, providing many new insights into brain function that could not have been obtained otherwise [2, 3] ; indeed, the editors of Science went so far as to declare in 2010 that optogenetics was one of the ''breakthroughs of the decade''. Applying optogenetic techniques to the primate brain is particularly exciting, as it raises the prospect of being able experimentally to control complex behaviors that can only be studied in monkeys. Optogenetics in monkeys could be used to study, for example, the contribution of specific types of neurons to consciousness, shifts of attention, working memory or mirror neuron activity. At the same time, optogenetics in monkeys is of crucial importance for bridging the gap between the work in rodents and the design of new therapies for human patients with neurological and psychiatric diseases.
Optogenetics in primates is more challenging than in rodents, because many of the genetic tricks that have been developed for mice, like the production of transgenic animals, are not available for primates. A few studies have applied optogenetic methods in awake-behaving monkeys, and they have demonstrated well controlled changes in neuronal activity [4] [5] [6] . But these studies have not previously reported behavioral effects and, despite anecdotal reports of attempts by other groups, the control of behavior with optogenetic stimulation had yet to be demonstrated. This lack of behavioral effects in monkeys was puzzling, as optogenetic stimulation is now routinely used to alter behavior in rodents. In rodents, it is even possible to produce behavioral effects by the stimulation of a single brain cell [7] . Why has it been so difficult to produce behavioral effects in monkeys? Does the larger brain volume of primates mean that more tissue needs to be stimulated, are there compensatory mechanisms reducing the impact of optical stimulation, or have the behavioral tests applied in the optogenetic studies in monkeys so far not been sensitive enough [8] ?
Although it is not entirely clear which factor was responsible for the failure of previous attempts, Gerits et al. [1] 
